$250+ / Day Stable Income?!
Learn Why StartRevshare Will Blow All
Other Revshare Sites Out Of The
Water
Introduction
Making money online isn’t easy. There are tons of systems out there
that promise you the world, but very few of them are able to produce
a long-term sustainable income.
And even worse, if you don’t have time to work 10+ hours a day (who
does right?) the odds of ever living the dream life from home are
stacked against you. (meaning you’ll never achieve it…)
Praise yourself lucky you are able to read this StartRevshare intro
report because today, all of that is about to change for you.
Let me just ask you 1 simple question first:
 What if it only took about 10 minutes a day to achieve a $250/
day income?
I know your answer:
 “You’re crazy that’s impossible!”
Now that is the normal answer of any rational person reading this.
(am I right?)
Now let me ask you the:

 What if online companies like Google, Facebook, Fiverr,
discount sites, big advertising companies, popular blogs and
forums etc. would share all of their revenue with you, do you
still think this is impossible?
Let me introduce you to StartRevshare.com, an advertising website
that pays you to advertise!
The concept is very simple:
 STEP1: You buy an ad pack on StartRevshare.com
 STEP2: You promote your website or affiliate offers
 STEP3: StartRevshare shares income from sales with you
 STEP4: Withdraw earnings any time
The ad packs mature at 150%, meaning you’ll get 150% cashback on
your ad pack purchase. You can choose to reinvest the money and
buy more ad packs which accumulate in your account, earning you
more and more money every single day.
The payout limit is $250/day, meaning you can buy just as much ad
packs until you reach this goal, bringing you a virtually passive
income for life!

What Makes StartRevshare Different?
If you know the concept, I’m pretty sure you know there are plenty of
other revshare sites around. While it’s certainly true you can make
some easy money on these sites, none of them will allow you to
make a full-time sustainable income online forever, period.
StartRevshare isn’t merely one of those revshare sites, because it
uses a complete different business model.

Instead of relying on sales from ad packs to pay out members,
StartRevshare builds a complete network of sites that generate
revenue.
What does this mean?
This means that the business model is 100% sustainable because it
generates external revenue!
Let’s face it, if a revshare site doesn’t have other income streams, it’s
bound to run on a deficit creating a structural problem that can’t be
solved. In fact, the deficit only increases over time.
No matter how much money you make initially, you will never have
an evergreen secure income stream to live the good life forever.

Understand this, and you won’t invest in ANY other
site other than StartRevshare from this day forward!
So how can StartRevshare secure your income streams?
Here is an overview of the external platforms built around the
StartRevshare platform that will help you get higher, faster and
evergreen payouts from the amazingly easy revenue sharing business
model on StartRevshare.com:
 Startpeeps.com
It all starts with building a community of like-minded people.
Startpeeps is a platform similar to Facebook where members of the
Start Network can gather and be social, just like they already do on
other social media platforms every single day.
It’s no secret that a company like Facebook makes billions of dollars
every single month from the users that visit and put content on their

site. All revenue generated from Startpeeps will be used to pay the
revenue share of people buying ad packs on StartRevshare.com.
 Startpeepsmarket
The Startpeeps market is a place where members of the community
can buy and sell any type of product you can imagine. If you know
how popular a marketplace like Fiverr.com is and how much revenue
it generates on a daily basis, you surely understand this platform will
help StartRevshare pay out their members forever.
The way the marketplace will generate revenue is very similar to how
it works on Fiverr.com. For every $5 purchased, the site earns $1. All
this revenue will be used to members buying ad packs on
StartRevshare.com.
 Startpeepsfunding
I’m pretty sure you have heard about crowdfunding websites like
Kickstarter, Indiegogo or gofundme. These platforms raise millions of
dollars for creative projects or charities every single day. Startpeeps
funding is the crowdfunding platform built around the Start Network
so members of the community can either raise funds or donate.
Just imagine how many funds will be raised when thousands of
people reach the $250/Day goal on StartRevshare.com and are
willing to make the world a better place. 
As on the other crowdfunding platforms, Startpeepsfunding.com will
earn 5% of the total amount donated on every project, which will in
turn be used to pay out people buying ad packs on
StartRevshare.com.
 Startcouponcodes

Shopping online is something all of us are doing more and more on a
regular basis. On top of that, everybody likes a discount whenever
they buy something online. Coupon codes sites are immensely
popular for this reason, so the Start Network has built its own coupon
code site where you can find coupons from 1000’s of online retailers.
Whenever somebody clicks through to a retailer and uses a coupon
code found on Startcouponcodes.com, the platform earns an affiliate
commission. All affiliate income from the site will be used to pay out
the revenue share of members buying ad packs on
StartRevshare.com.
 Startsearchengine
What would the internet be without a search engine? It’s the first
place 99%+ of internet users visit whenever they go online, hence the
reason Google is the biggest online company on the planet. That’s
why the Start Network is building its own search engine which can be
used by the community.
As the user base grows and more and more people use the search
engine, so will the revenue generated by Startsearchengine.com. The
sky is the limit here, and that’s good news as all revenue generated
by the search engine will be used to pay out the revenue share of
people buying ad packs on Startrevshare.com.
 StartRevshare/forum
A marketing forum is a place to learn about making money online and
internet marketing in general. There are tons of marketing forums
around who keep all the money they make for themselves. The
StartRevshare forum is the first marketing forum that will share all its
revenue with people buying ad packs on StartRevshare.com.

In 2014 the Warriorforum was sold for millions of dollars to
Freelancer.com. This means a forum is not only a great place to learn
tips and tricks about internet marketing, but also a platforms that
generates a lot of money. 

Getting Started
So as you can see, StartRevshare will generate a lot of money from
external sources as the community grows. Every platform will have a
referral system in place so members of the community can refer new
members and make even more money and help the community grow
at the same time.
All these elements makes spending time on other Revshare sites
futile, because there’s only 1 site that will stand the test of time, it’s
built around the Start Network and it’s called StartRevshare.com!
So what are you waiting for?
>>> Join StartRevshare.com here and be on your way to $250/Day!

